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WHEN THE FLOW OF OIL STOPPED:
CUBAN EXPERIENCES
How the crisis called the “special period” affected Cubans after the collapse of Socialism in Eastern 
Europe is the focus of reflections upon those times by Cuban engineer Fernando Martirena, a 
founder of CIDEM, with Swiss architect Kurt Rhyner, a founder of Grupo Sofonias, both key players 
and motors of The EcoSouth Network.

In celebration of its 20th anniversary EcoSur will publish their reflections as a series on their 
website.

3 – ATTEMPTS TO COPE: 
THE REFORMS

by Fernando Martirena

After the collapse of the Soviet Union in June 
1990, Cubans were uncertain about what the 
future would bring for them. The first reaction of 
the government to the unexpected crisis was to 
encourage savings, above all in energy and 
commodities, until the country could return to a 
“business as usual” situation. Many thought the 
Special Period would be a temporary situation, 
with an estimated length of about 2-3 years. 
However the unfolding of events indicated that it 
would take years for Cuba to return to the level of 
social and economic development achieved 
during the 1980s.

From 1993-1997 the government launched a 
package of economic and social reforms as a 
means to cope with the crisis:

Possession of foreign currency – earlier 
penalized

Legalized in 1993, the aim of this reform was to 
halt the growing black market for foreign currency 
and to benefit from the money sent by Cuban 
exiles to their families and, thereby, help improve 
the balance between exports and imports. This 
generated chains of stores that sold products in 
US currency. Further, the procedures for Cubans 
to acquire foreign currency were simplified, and 
the CADECA (Casas de Cambio) were established 
for those Cubans who might want to change their 
Cuban pesos into foreign currency.

Self employment scheme was approved

In September 1993, for the first time in the last 
four decades, the Cuban government authorized 
self employment in more than one hundred 
occupations, like repair work for home 
appliances, transportation and personal services. 
The new self-employed should pay taxes and 
adhere to certain restrictions concerning the price 
for the goods or services offered. This reform 
made an immense contribution in terms of 
employment policy, and helped the Cubans cope 
with the harsh times. 

Appearance of small businesses

Agriculture Cooperatives (Unidades Básicas de 
Producción Cooperativa, UBPC)

The large state-owned farms were divided into 
smaller units, the Unidad Básica de Producción 
Cooperativa, UBPC, which were given the right to 
own the land and could sell their own production 
to the State through special mechanisms created, 
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and receive payment into their own bank account, 
administrated by their own board of stakeholders 
/ governors. These incentives were expected to 
increase agricultural production in a scenario 
where energy and resources were very scarce. 
Despite the various changes in the concept and 
implementation of UBPCs throughout these past 
18 years, this scheme remains valid today, and 
could be one of the main assets toward 
implementing the structural changes currently 
being urged for agriculture.

Fiscal legislation

The appearance of new economic possibilities 
such as self-employment and joint ventures with 
foreign investors prompted new fiscal legislation. 
The new system, launched in August 1994, 
placed income tax on national enterprises and 
joint ventures with foreign enterprises. Further, 
some commercial products like alcohol or 
tobacco, or public services like water, electricity, 
sewage, transportation, or restaurants and hotels 
–private and state-owned- also became subject 
to taxation. This reform created the legal 
framework for the new kind of economy that 
emerged during the crisis.

Agriculture free markets

As a complementary measure to the creation of 
the UBPCs, and resulting from a long national 
discussion, in September 1994 the network of 
agriculture markets based on offer and demand 
was officially established. These markets 
resembled the Free Farmer’s Markets (Mercado 
Libre Campesino) created in 1980, which 
disappeared in 1986 after many failures in 
implementation. This reform had a very positive 
impact on the stressed population, by providing 
them with fresh vegetables, meat and fruits, as 
well as creating incentives for a takeoff of the 
depressed agricultural sector.

Agro market in Havanna

Foreign Investment

The presence of foreign enterprises had been 
visible since the early 1990s, as booming sectors 
like tourism or nickel mining attracted foreign 
investors to the country. The new foreign 
investment law regulated the conditions in which 
Cuban and foreign enterprises could interact, and 
simplified the process of approval for a joint 
venture with a foreign investor. This law preserved 
the national advantage -a foreign partner was 
allowed a maximum of 49% of shares- and 
favored the inclusion of the Cuban economy in 
the world market.

Bank reform 

The Central Bank of Cuba (Banco Central de 
Cuba, BCC) re-oriented towards commercial 
operations. Act 173, approved in May 1997, 
established the legal framework for registration 
and operation of commercial foreign banks and 
financial institutions under the supervision of BCC.

Going green

In a visionary and unprecedented step, at 
precisely the time when the Cuban economy 
touched bottom, a governmental proposal to shift 
to green production practices received 
unanimous supported from the National 
Parliament that approved the Cuban Law for the 
Environment on July 11th, 1997. Since the 
beginning of the crisis Cuba had embraced and 
begun to implement the concept of sustainable 
development. The Cuban Constitution states in 
article 27 that “The State shall protect the 
environment and the natural resources of the 
country”. It acknowledges its close link with 
economic and socially sustainable development, 
for the well-being and security of the present and 
future generations. The entities in charge are 
empowered to implement this policy. It is the 
citizen’s duty to contribute to the protection of 
water supplies, the atmosphere, conservation of 
the soil, the flora, fauna and all the rich potential of 
Nature” (“El Estado protege el medio ambiente y 
los recursos naturales del país. Reconoce su 
estrecha vinculación con el desarrollo económico 
y social sostenible para hacer más racional la vida 
humana y asegurar la supervivencia, el bienestar y 
la seguridad de las generaciones actuales y 
futuras. Corresponde a los órganos competentes 
aplicar esta política. Es deber de los ciudadanos 
contribuir a la protección del agua, la atmósfera, 
la conservación del suelo, la flora, la fauna y todo 
el rico potencial de la naturaleza”).
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Science and technology

Another strategic move placed more emphasis on 
Science and Technology. In a speech before the 
Cuban Parliament on December 1991 Fidel 
Castro said, “Oil could be very important, but
more important is to have brains; actually, there 
are highly developed countries that have no oil” (El 
petróleo será muy importante, pero es más 
importante tener cerebros que tener petróleo; en 
definitiva, hay países muy desarrollados que no 
tienen petróleo). This initiated another era in 
Cuban Science and from 1991-1995 a large 
network of scientific centers came into being, 
mainly oriented towards biotechnology and 
pharmaceutical research. Because of economic 
limitations the number of students at the 
universities shrank. However, rather than reduce 
the academic staff, the Ministry for Higher 
Education decided to move many to research 
centers created within the universities, and thus 
began a broad program for research and 
development. CIDEM was created in 1991 at the 
beginning of this shift within the universities. 

Shift toward tourism

A bold decision at the beginning of the 1990s 
shifted priorities from the sugar industry to 
tourism, which required structural 
transformations. Tourism was undergoing an 

international boom in the 1990s, and Cuba could 
position itself within this trend as it could offer 
much that a tourist would dream of: beautiful 
beaches and landscape, a friendly and highly 
educated population, a well organized society 
with high levels of security, and the curiosity of 
visiting “the last frontier”, the island of socialism 
on the world map. The inadequate hotel 
infrastructure was progressively expanded with 
funds provided by the government as well as 
through joint ventures. In 1990 alone, 340,000 
tourists visited Cuba, and their spending 
generated a revenue of $US 243 million. From 
1990-1995 the number of international tourists 
doubled and revenue increased fourfold.

After 1994 the economy slowly began to recover, 
with a marginal increase of GNP (0.7%). This 
trend maintained for various years; during 1993-
2000 the GNP rose 29.7%, with an annual growth 
rate of 3.8%. The availability of cash decreased 
from 73.2% of the GNP in 1993 to 38% of the 
GNP in 2000. The budget deficit dropped from 
33.5 of GNP in 1993 to 2.4% of the GNP in 2000. 
Exports grew 47.4% during 1993-2000, although 
imports grew 144%, thus creating a negative 
trade deficit. Cuba survived the worst situation of 
all times because of a combination of the sacrifice 
of the Cuban people and the impact of the 
economic reforms taken during the first half of the 
1990s.

Tourism has become the major generator of foreign exchange
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Traveling to Europe
Fernando Martirena

In our culture the celebration of the 15th birthday 
of a daughter is considered a very special event in 
the family. There are regions where the family 
begins to save money since the birth of the child 
to provide her with a “decent” party to celebrate 
her 15th birthday. Controversially the sons do not 
have any special anniversary. My wife Dania, born 
in 1963, knew that her family had saved money 
for years to celebrate her 15th birthday, due in 
1978. Her family offered to pay her a tourist trip to 
some Eastern European countries. At that time, 
you could simply go to a travel agency, book a 
flight to the Soviet Union, or East Germany, for a 
total cost not exceeding 5 monthly salaries. It was 
a choice frequently made by the families to 
celebrate this occasion. Dania, however, chose 
instead to have a nice party with her friends and 
postponed the trip “for the future”… the fall of 
Socialism in Eastern Europe made all these 
choices vanish, and she lost her chance of visiting 
this very peculiar part of Europe…

The special period
Kurt Rhyner

In August 1991 I was traveling to Europe, but the 
flight was delayed and we were put up in a hotel. 
At that time life in Cuba was still rather easy, even 
though oil imports had been cut drastically and 
transport started to be problematic. It was 
obvious that the decline of socialism in Europe 
would further affect Cuba, but somehow the 
public was optimistic.

It proved to be an interesting evening, with a 
televised important speech of Fidel Castro. He 
announced the “special period” Cuba was going 
to live... a period where many goods would be in 
short supply, commodities would disappear and 
austerity be the rule. 

After the speech I went to the bar and listened to 
the heated discussions... this will not be so bad...
Fidel just wants us to be prepared for a few bad 
moments... Cuba is strong, we will master those 
problems... so we go back to a simple life, no 
problem... after all its just for a few months... no, 
its going to be years... no problem, we have seen 
worse storms...

I did not feel as confident as most of the people in 
the bar, after all I had a more international 
perspective and knew that some economic and 
political powers were ready to devour the Cuban 
experience. With some friends we came to the 
conclusion that Cuba had already lived its “special 
period” and now “normal times” would begin... a
lowering of standards to the general Latin 
American Level. 

Fortunately we were as wrong as the positive 
thinkers in the bar. The special period was difficult 
and hardship was general, but the Cuban people 
pulled through, the Government was able to 
maintain a large part of the social services and 
Cuba recovered after some years. Life with less 
petroleum is possible... but not easy!
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